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Abstract

Recent text-guided image editing methods achieve great results on various edit
types; however, they fail to perform edits that are underrepresented in the training
data, such as relighting. Methods that involve finetuning on paired supervised data
often fail to preserve the input semantics on out-of-distribution examples, especially
if the amount of training data is scarce. In this paper, we propose Lasagna, a method
for disentangled image editing that distills the prior of a finetuned diffusion model
in a separate visual layer. Lasagna uses score distillation to learn a plausible
edit and preserves the semantics of the input by restricting the layer composition
function. We show that Lasagna achieves superior shading quality compared to
the state-of-the-art text-guided editing methods and can be used for other types of
layers, e.g., alpha-composition for colorization.

Figure 1: Shading results on images generated
with Stable Diffusion v 2.1. ControlNet [13]
trained on Rene fails to preserve the semantcs of
the OOD examples, Prompt2Prompt achieves lim-
ited shading editing while changing the input se-
mantics, Text2Live produces undesirable artifacts.
Lasagna that distills ControlNet prior trained
on Rene achieves promising shading capabilities
while preserving all other aspects of an input fixed.

Layered Art Representation. State-of-the-
art generative models have attained remarkable
realism and expressive power, and have the po-
tential to become an indispensable tool for artists
of various skill levels. The majority of digi-
tal artists use specialized image editing appli-
cations, such as Adobe Photoshop [1] and Pro-
create [6], that allow a layered representation
of images as illustrated in Figure 3 in the Ap-
pendix. Most artists prefer such layered repre-
sentation since it disentangles different aspects
of an image, e.g., outlines, colorized foreground
and background, shading, lighting, textures, etc.,
which allows more flexible and fine-grained
editing. Although recent works on text-guided
image editing with diffusion models [8; 2; 5]
and generative transformers [3] show impres-
sive editing capabilities, they directly predict
the editing result which often leads to chang-
ing other aspects of the image that should re-
main fixed. Moreover, these methods often fail
when the edits are not well represented in the
training data, such as lighting and shading, due
to the lack of grounding prior in the language
space. Directly training a model to make im-
age edits is prone to overfitting if the concept
is not represented well in the training data (il-
lustrated in Figure 2). In this paper, we pro-
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pose an image editing method, Lasagna, that allows a disentangled layered composition of edits
- which allows a model to apply edits just on a layer without changing any other semantics of
the image - greatly improving control and accuracy of edits not well represented in the train-
ing data. We test our approach on applications such as colorization, relighting and shading.

Figure 2: ControlNet [13] adapter trained on
ReNe [12] dataset for relighting achieves sat-
isfactory results on the images it was trained
on (first row), but fails to preserve the con-
tent when given test examples (second row) or
the real (third row) or generated (last row) ex-
amples from a different domain. In contrast,
Lasagna that uses the same ControlNet adapter
achieves higher quality shading while preserving
the semantics of the input image on a wide range
of input examples.

Preliminary: Score Distillation Sampling.
Given an input image x ∈ X , and the embed-
dings τ(c) of the conditioning text prompt c, a
DDPM [4] model learns to predict the random
Gaussian ϵ noise added to an image x (or its latent
embedding in case of LDM [10]) at time step t:

LDM := Ex∼X ,ϵ∼N (0,1)||ϵ− ϵθ(x+ ϵ, t, τ(c))||22
(1)

DreamFusion [9] introduced Score Distillation
Sampling (SDS) to train a NerF [7] MLP repre-
senting a 3D object via the 2D prior of a diffusion
model. DreamFusion renders a 3D object into a
2D image, and a diffusion model is used to com-
pute the denoising score of a version of that image
distorted with random Gaussian noise. The denois-
ing scores implicitly approximate realism of the
rendered image, and is backpropagated to update
the NerF parameters. More broadly, the DDPM
objective can be efficiently used for differential
image parametrization, in which a differentiable
generator G parametrized by θG is trained to gen-
erate an image x̂ from a learned data distribution
of a frozen diffusion model ϵθ conditioned on τ(c).
In this approach, the score matching error is back-
propagated to the update the parameters θG to
maximize the “realism" of the generated image.

Method and Comparison. Lasagna disentan-
gles shading by leveraging the prior of a fine-tuned
diffusion model via SDS and a layer composition

function that restrict the edit to a certain functionality (e.g. luminosity multiplication for shading). In
Lasagna, we learn the editing layer by extracting the image prior via the SDS. Unlike DreamFusion,
the trained generator is conditioned on the input image (base layer) and produces a 2D editing layer.
Given an input base layer x (e.g. colors, or albedo), we train a generator G parametrized by θG
that produces an editing layer G(θG) = y, and compose the input and predicted layers with a fixed
composition function f(x, y) to a diffusion model to compute the score matching error (Eq. 1). This
error implicitly optimizes the realism of the input composition of layers conditioned on the editing
text prompt and constrained by the input image x and the composition function f . In our shading
experiments, we used a luminosity multiplication function: f(x, y) = xy, where x ∈ RH×W×3 is
the base (input image or albedo) layer, and y ∈ RH×W×1 is the luminosity multiplier layer, and a
convolutional UNet [11] generator. While some edit types, such as colorization, can be achieved by
directly using the off-the-shelf trained diffusion model (Figure 5 in Appendix), it does not extend
to the edits for which language guidance is limited, such as shading (see 4 in the Appendix). To
introduce the language-conditional prior necessary for shading, we finetune a ControlNet adaptor [13]
on a real object relighting dataset ReNe [12]. Given an input image x, the lighting parameter r
and the corresponding ground truth relighted image y, ControlNet adaptor minimizes the denoising
DDPM error: DDPMc(x, y, θ(c), θc) := ||ϵ− ϵθc(y+ ϵ, x, t, τ(c))||22, where the conditioning prompt
c = "A photo of an object with [r] lighting". Figure 2 illustrates that while ControlNet learns to
perform relighting, it fails to preserve the semantics of an input image (e.g. shapes and colors of the
objects) when given examples outside the learned distribution. Figure 1 shows that the proposed dis-
entangled editing approach, unlike ControlNet and text-conditional image editing baselines, achieves
promising shading results while preserving content of the input base layer.
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Figure 3: The most popular representation of digital art used in common image editing tools is the layered
representation (left). Different aspects of an image are separated into layers that are composed of predefined
functions (e.g., shading is composed via multiplicative luminosity adjustment, etc.).
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Figure 4: Top: Stable Diffusion, given the same random seed, produces images with shading
inconsistent with the given text prompt due to the limitation in the language conditioning model prior
and grounding.

Figure 5: Top: Sketch-to-color translation results with Prompt2Prompt, Text2Live and Lasagnaon
a sketch generated by StableDiffusion v2.1 with the prompt "A pencil sketch of a corgi wearing a
hat", and with an editing prompt "A colored digital art of a corgi wearing a hat". Here, we used
alpha weighted linear combination composition function for Lasagna. Bottom: Colorization results
on an image generated by StableDiffusion v2.1 with the prompt "A professional greyscale photo
of a strawberry cheesecake" with an editing prompt "A professional colored photo of a strawberry
cheesecake".
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